Religion 63, Suspicion and Religion
Spring 2010

Reading questions for Karl Popper

For Tuesday, March 9:  Popper, The Open Society and its Enemies, Vol. II, pp. 59-99

Glossary:

Historicism:  the doctrine that the course of history is fixed and knowable;  thus the doctrine that the one who understands the ‘laws of history’ is in a position to predict the historical future.

Open society:  a society in which government is responsible to the needs and desires of the populace, and in which there are mechanisms for peaceful transitions of government.

Closed society:  a society in which government is self-perpetuating and self-interested, and in which transitions of government are only possible through violence.

1)	What are the fundamental ideas or convictions that Popper attributes to Hegel?  How does he connect these ideas to more recent forms of political totalitarianism?

2)	What is the difference between ‘methodological individualism’ and ‘methodological holism’ or ‘collectivism’, as Popper uses these terms? 

3)	In what respects does Popper think the science of sociology is to be understood as autonomous from the science of psychology?

4)	What is the ‘conspiracy theory of society’, and why does Popper reject this theory? 



For Thursday, March 11:  Popper, The Open Society and its Enemies, Vol. II, pp. 100-125;  Charles Pigden, “Popper Revisited:  or What is Wrong with Conspiracy Theories?”

1)	Popper’s discussions of economic historicism, the classes, and the legal and social system share common features:  in each case Popper wants to rescue Marx’s valuable insights from exaggerated versions of these.  In each case, identify what Popper thinks ought to be taken seriously in Marx and what he thinks ought to be resisted.

2)	Pigden criticizes Popper for entertaining a simplistic understanding of how conspiracies work.  What sorts of complexities of conspiracies does Pigden present as a corrective to Popper’s understanding?

3)	Pigden argues that, ostensibly contra Popper, “where the evidence suggests a conspiracy, we are quite at liberty to believe in it” (38).  What sorts of things does he present in his essay as evidence for the existence of the various conspiracies he described?

4)	What does Pigden mean by the phrase ‘a presumption against conspiracy theories’?  Do you think there is such a presumption?
